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Announcements

• Final Review Session today Cory 293 2-5pm

• Homework 3 due tonight (8/13)

• Course Evaluation “HW 4” due tomorrow (8/14)

• Final Exam is this Thursday



What does a site learn about 
you when you visit them?

Discuss with your neighbor



The sites you visit learn:
• The URLs you’re interested in

■ Google/Bing also learns what you’re searching for
• Your IP address

■ public database links IP & geo-location
■ Can often link you to other activity including at 

other sites
• Your browser’s capabilities, which OS you run, which 

language you prefer
• Which URL you looked at that took you there

■ Via the HTTP “Referer” header

They also learn cookies!



They also learn cookies

Why is that harmful?



Let’s remove all
of our cookies



Cool, no web site is tracking us …



We do a search on 
“private
 browsing”





Google has stored a 
couple of cookies on 
our system



Goodness knows what 
info they decided to 
put in the cookie



But it lasts for months …



You can turn on a mode called private browsing on 
your browser

Private browsing

What is this?
Does it protect you against tracking?



We click on the top result



Note that this mode is
privacy from your family,
not from web sites!



“Private Browsing allows you to browse the Internet 
without saving any information about which sites and 
pages you’ve visited.”
- deletes history of URL visits, passwords,  cookies too  
- Private Browsing maintains cookies for as long as the private 

browsing window is open. Once you quit the browser, it gets 
deleted
- So still tracked for a good while!

Private browsing

- Also turns on “tracking protection” in firefox



Ironically, we’ve 
gained a bunch of 
cookies in the 
process



This one sticks around for 
two years.



How did YouTube 
enter the picture??

There was YouTube content 
embedded on the site



YouTube is remembering 
the version of Flash I’m 
running …



We navigate to The 
New York Times …





What a lot of
yummy cookies!



Here are the ones 
from the website 
itself …



This one tracks the details of 
my system & browser



doubleclick.net -
who’s that?
And how did it get
there from visiting
www.nytimes.com?

doubleclick.net is a 
tracker, purposefully 
embedded by 
NYTimes for tracking



Third-Party Cookies
• How can a web site enable a third party to plant 

cookies in your browser & later retrieve them?
■ Include on the site’s page (for example):

⬥ <img src="http://doubleclick.net/ad.gif" width=1 
height=1>

• Why would a site do that?
■ Site has a business relationship w/ DoubleClick

• Why can this track you?
■ Now DoubleClick sees all of your activity that involves their 

web sites
■ Because your browser dutifully sends them their cookies for 

any web page that has that img
■ Identifier in cookie ties together activity as = YOU

*

• Owned by Google, by the way



Moral: you can be tracked by 
a site even if you do not visit 
that site



Remember this 2-year 
Mozilla cookie?



Google Analytics
• Any web site can (anonymously) register with 

Google to instrument their site for analytics
■ Gather information about who visits, what they do 

when they visit

• To do so, site adds a small Javascript snippet that 
loads http://www.google-analytics.com/ga.js
■ You can see sites that do this because they introduce a 

"__utma" cookie

• Code ships off to Google information associated 
with your visit to the web site
■ Shipped by fetching a GIF w/ values encoded in URL
■ Web site can use it to analyze their ad “campaigns”
■ Not a small amount of info …





Values Reportable via
Google Analytics



Still More Tracking Techniques …

• Any scenario where browsers execute 
programs that manage persistent state 
can support tracking by cookies
■ Such as …. Flash ? 



My browser had
Flash cookies
from 67 sites!

Sure, this is where you’d
think to look to analyze
what Flash cookies are
stored on your machine

Some Flash cookies “respawn” 
regular browser cookies that you 
previously deleted!



Facebook “Like” button
(an IFRAME hosted on
facebook.com)



What does Facebook learn?
• Many pages include a Facebook “Like” button.
• What are the implications, for user tracking?

• Facebook can track you on every site that you 
visit that embeds such a button, not only when 
you are actually visit Facebook



From Facebook:



Tracking – So What?
• Cookies form the core of how Internet advertising 

works today
■ Without them, arguably you’d have to pay for content 

up front a lot more
⬥ (and payment would mean you’d lose anonymity anyway)

■ A “better ad experience” is not necessarily bad
⬥ Ads that reflect your interests; not seeing repeated ads

• But: ease of gathering so much data so easily ⇒ 
concern of losing control how it’s used
■ Privacy concerns
■ Large amounts of private data in one place





When you interview, they
Know What You’ve Posted





Tracking – So What?
• Cookies etc. form the core of how Internet 

advertising works today
■ Without them, arguably you’d have to pay for content 

up front a lot more
⬥ (and payment would mean you’d lose anonymity anyway)

■ A “better ad experience” is not necessarily bad
⬥ Ads that reflect your interests; not seeing repeated ads

• But: ease of gathering so much data so easily ⇒ 
concern of losing control how it’s used
■ Content shared with friends doesn’t just stay with 

friends …
■ You really don’t have a good sense of just what you’re 

giving away …



Inadvertent information leaking

Consider posting a picture on Twitter



The world can see it, but what more can an outside figure out about you?



Photos are tagged with location 
from the camera







How To Gain Better Privacy?

discuss with your neighbor



How To Gain Better Privacy?
• Force of law

■ Example #1: web site privacy policies
⬥ US sites that violate them commit false advertising
⬥ But: policy might be “Yep, we sell everything about 

you, Ha Ha!”



The New Yorker’s Privacy 
Policy (when you buy their archives)

7.  Collection of Viewing Information.  You 
acknowledge that you are aware of and consent 
to the collection of your viewing information 
during your use of the Software and/or Content.  
Viewing information may include, without 
limitation, the time spent viewing specific pages, 
the order in which pages are viewed, the time of 
day pages are accessed, IP address and user ID.  
This viewing information may be linked to 
personally identifiable information, such as name 
or address and shared with third parties.



How To Gain Better Privacy?
• Force of law

■ Example #1: web site privacy policies
⬥ US sites that violate them commit false advertising
⬥ But: policy might be “Yep, we sell everything about 

you, Ha Ha!”
■ Example #2: SB 1386 (bill in CA legislature)
⬥ Requires an agency, person or business that conducts 

business in California and owns or licenses 
computerized 'personal information' to disclose any 
breach of security (to any resident whose unencrypted 
data is believed to have been disclosed)

⬥ Quite effective at getting sites to pay attention to 
securing personal information





How To Gain Better Privacy?
• Force of law

■ Example #1: web site privacy policies
⬥ US sites that violate them commit false advertising
⬥ But: policy might be “Yep, we sell everything about 

you, Ha Ha!”
■ Example #2: SB 1386 (bill in CA legislature)
⬥ Requires an agency, person or business that conducts 

business in California and owns or licenses 
computerized 'personal information' to disclose any 
breach of security (to any resident whose unencrypted 
data is believed to have been disclosed)

⬥ Quite effective at getting sites to pay attention to 
securing personal information

■ Example #3: GDPR law



54

General Data Protection 
Regulation  (GDPR)
New European law (2018) designed to allow individuals to 
better control their personal data
• Requires consent or strong reason to process and store 

personal information
• Gives a user the right to know what information is held 

about them
• Allows a user to request that their information is deleted 

and that they are ‘forgotten’ 
• Requires that personal information is properly protected.
• … and more

Applies to US companies with European customers too



How To Gain Better Privacy?
• Technology

■ Various browser additions
■ Special browser extensions
■ Tor and anonymizers to hide IP addresses



Browser: “Tracking protection”

Private browsing includes tracking protection

You can choose a blocking list in your Firefox browser for 
example:
- Basic (default): Blocks third-party trackers based on 

Disconnect.me. Blocks commonly known analytics 
trackers, social sharing trackers, and advertising trackers, 
but allows some known content trackers to reduce 
website breakage. 

- strict: blocks all known trackers, including analytics, 
trackers, social sharing trackers, and advertising trackers 
as well as content trackers. The strict list will break some 
videos, photo slideshows, and some social networks. 



You can turn on this flag in your browser

What does it do?
- Tells web servers you want to opt-out of tracking
- It does this by transmitting a Do Not Track HTTP 
header every time your data is requested from a web 
server

Browsers: Do not track flag

It does not enforce that there is no tracking, it is 
up to the web servers whether they decide to 
track or not



Some ad companies do provide more generic ads as a 
result of this flag



Browser extension: Ghostery

User installs browser extension:

1. Recognizes third-party tracking scripts on a web 
page based on an actively curated database of 
such scripts

2. Blocks HTTP requests to these sites
• as a result, Facebook buttons don’t even show

3.  Users can create “Whitelists” of allowed sites
• e.g., allow FB button but note that you allow tracking by FB too



• Users can opt-in to sending anonymously data 
back to Evidon, the parent company, to improve 
its tracking database

• Evidon sells this data to ad companies..
• Attempted excuse: strategy is transparent, users 

opt into this

But you have to be careful…



Conclusions

• Third-party apps can track us even if when we don’t 
visit their website

• Tracking is very common on the web and can collect a 
lot of data about you

• Some solutions exist, but have caveats



Break Time: Random Fact



Certificate Transparency

See Spring 2019 lecture


